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The paper is a report ·of some work of Profe~sor .Rudolf 
_.F'tieter on functions of a hypercomplex variable, presented at,. 
the Unive-rsity of zu-r·_ich in 1948-1949, and reproduced by the 
Argonne National LaJSorator.y. Professor Fueter' s manuscript 
is in German, and, ·so far as tp~ p~esent author is aware, 
does not exist in Eng_lish tr.ans:f:atioh. The pre_s:~nt autl;lor 
h:as c.-arefully annat:at.ed his ow·n t·:tanslation .. and. has added ·a 
:b.ib.liography. The notes are of three typ.es: 1.J :T.hey contain 
Pltof·essor Fue·ter' s own notes; _2: • .) The.y suggest re·fer·ences 
.f:o·r: obscure concepts; and 3.) ,:'~_~y· clarify difficult points 
·o·f. the text. 
The trans.·Iation .i.s: qui.te. ·t/i-g.ht.ly boun.d tQ th·~· :Original 
text, wi th~-n ·t:h:e co:r;r_f.in~:s o.f Engl_i·sh s:yntax:. O:ccas ional 
changes have be~n. ·made to Q.ri·-ng ,the. ·f·o.-rtRat mo.r:e in line with 
present-day ma·th·erri·9,·t·i.c:a·-l· st.yl-e. ·:t"n_ this, ·t'h·e1s·i.s, fundarnen tal 
definitions :and theorems ~re ·c·l·e·a.r.1-y :stated as such, whereas 
:t·his. i-s rar-e·ly done in Pro_f~ssoi:- Fuet/er I s work. It is the 
:author I s opinion that this change is a- significant irnprove-
:ment over the original text and that it removes a great deal 
of ambiguity. 
The first chapter introduces the theory of linear a.s·-





















ternions, and the Clifford algebra for illustrations. • A maJor 
resul~-in the description of the chara~teristic equation as-
sociated ~ith each algebra containing a principal identity. 
In the second chapter, functions. of a hypercomp~ex vari-
able are introduced. The concept of analyticity is extended 
to cover certain of these functions, and this co·ncept is 
shown to be in agreement with the definitions of analytic 
functions of a complex variable, a quaternion variable, and 
a Clifford variable. A few simple operators are- discussed, 
and, finally, several theo-rems analogous to the c··auchy in-
tegral theorems are derived. An appendix. pr'?·s'.e:nts. :some 
unsolved problems. 
, 





















What follows is a report of some work of Professor Rudolf 
Fueter on functions of a hypercornplex variable, presented at 
the University of Zurich in 1948-1949. Professor Fueter's 
... __ { 
I 
manuscript_ is in Gerinan, and, so far as the present author is 
aware, does not exist in English trans.lation. The present 
author has carefully annotated his own translation and has 
., 
added a bibli9graphy. The translation is quite tightly bound 
to the original text, within the confines of English syntax. 
Occasional changes have been m·ade to bring the format more 
iJ1 1-ine, wi.th present-day rnath_ernat-ical style. In tl)is .thes-is·,, 
fµndamental de·f·initions and ·the·o.rerns are clear1·y st-ate-.d q;_$ 
.. 
s·uch, whereas this is r:arel_y .done·. J.n Professor Ftie'te·r' s· ·w.9~:k_ •. 
tt is the author's o.p·ini.on that thi,~ ch~ng~. is a ·si·g-_nif>ic:ant 
improvement over the ori<~rinal t:e,xt: ci"nd that it remove·s ·a. 
:.p:1y· underl:ined. Supe·rs.c·ri·pts re-fe·r- :to the notes, c:1:r1d ... n.umb::e:r-s: 
,._ 
_in. 'br·ackets refer to the references .. 
·,_I, 
.,::.: 
A- linear asso.ciative algebra is an extension: .o.£·: a .iinea·r 
veqio.r spac:El, a concept with which the reader i.s as·sume·d to . 
b.~ f·ami:liar. The only departure which is .m:ade from the: -.st:a.rt~--
·da:r.d d·.e:rinition o .. f a vector space is that mu·1 t.j.plic.at.ion, o.f 
a vector ·by a s-calar is to be commutative by definition. The 
reader is assumed to be familiar with the ide-as of basis, di-

































THEORY OF HYPERCOMPLEX SYSTEMS 
1. Theory of Algebras. 
Definition 1: A non-empty set A is a linear associative alge-
bra over the scalar field F if its elements admit of the 
three operations of addition, m-ill tiplica tion, and scalar multi-
plication, subject to the following conditions: 
l.) A is a vector space over F. 
. . 
2. ) Each ordered pair {x, y) of el~.me:r:~ts ·o·f A :·h,as· a 
unique product xy in A. 
3.) Multiplication is assoc±a.tive·: (·xy)z=x(yz). 
4.) The distributi_ye, :l.aws .. ·hold: x:(y+z) =xy+xz, and. 
(y+z)x=yx+zx. 
5.) Mul tiplic·a·tion and scoal.ar :mu:l·t.iPl·;i.·.c:a.tJ .. q:11 o ..ornmu·te;:· 
(ax) (8y)=(a8) (xy), where a,8.e:·F .• 
In addition, A is sa·i.d .to: ha\re a. P.·tincieal identity u. i.f: 
xu=ux=x for all XEA, and A is s.a·id .. ·to· l:>e commutative if xy=.yx· 
for all x, Y£A. The dimension of an algebra is the dimens.i(>n. 
0£ the associated vector space. In what follows we w~ll ·re~ 
strict our discussion to a particular form :of· .algebr:a. 
Definition 2: A hypercomplex system, or hypercomplex algebra, 
A is a linear associative algebra over R, the scalar field of 
real numbers • 











if.te0 ,e1 , •.• ,eN-l} is a basis, then any element z of~ can 
be expressed in the general form 
N-1 
z = Ixkek, 
k=O 
f 1) 
We shall call elements of A hypercomplex numbe·rs. · --The real 
numbers xk are called the components of z with respect to the 
given basis. The number expressed in (1) is the zero element 
N-1 
of A if and only if 
N-1 
x =O for all k k=O,l, ••. ,N-1. N-1 
If z = l xkek 
k=O 
and w = ly.ek, then 
k=OK 
we write z+w = l {xk+yk)ek. 
k=O 
Clearly this 
addition operation is conunutative and associative. Also, i~ 
· N-1 N-1 - N-1 
· z = Ixkek and w = lyheh, then we write zw = Ixkyhekeh. It 
k=O h=O k, h=O 
is necessary that the product. ekeh belong to A. Beyond thi.s 
requirement, and certain· ot·her restrictions, however, the 
definition ::o·f the product is left to our: ow:n· choosing. In 
N-1 
general, we can write ekeh = Alo g AkheA, ~Akhe;R. We would 
.. l:ike the associative law to hold: <~.lc·e0 )ein = ~Jc.(ehem). Wha··t 
condition on the coefti·.c'i.ent=~ .g::Xkh y:ields this· :r·e:sult?· Iti. 
order to answer this: q:uestion we evaluate both prod)1c·t·:$ and 
compare the coefficiertts. We have 
N-1 
.. 
(ekeh)e~ = flogAkheA_}em, 
where 
,;_ N-1 
:e' .e - '- g e 
·Am - l nAm n·· 
n=O --
:f~): 
substitution of (3) into (2) yields a finite double sum 
\ 























-- ~---~ . .' .. w-. 
N-1 
(ekeh)em = l 9 Akhgn).men 
A,n=O 
N-1 N-1 
= l {Lgikhgn,~l 0 n· 
n=O A=u I\ 
6 
Similarly we obtain 
N-1 
= l g Ahmeke:, 
A=O I\ 
N-1 
= l gAhrngnkxen 
A ,n=O 
N-1 N-1 
= l { l g hmgnkJen. 
n=O A=O A · · .. ·~ .. 
. From a comparison o·f the coefficients of· th·e en it follows 
.  
' 
that the necessary condition that our·multiplication be as-
q, 
sociative is simply that 
f·o·r .a1·1 h, k , m, n = O , 1, •• ·• rN-.1... , In .order th·at .. ,an. ·alg.e·b:.r·.a 'A., 
'the basis elements ek and the c.oefficients g1 km be given . 
2. Examples •. 
The first example we cortside<1t of· the previous concepts 
iis: t:he complex number system. :In thi:s c.ase we have e 0 .= 1, 
e1 = i, and e 2 = e 3 = ... = eN-l = O. The dimension of the 
algebra is two, and the following multiplicat.io.n is defined 
for the baSis elements: e 0e1 = e1e 0 = i, e~ = 1, ef = i
2 
= -1 .. 
This algebra is commutative ·and has the unit element 1. 












numbers provided the first impetus toward the development of 
hypercomplex numbers and algebras. We set e 0 = i 0 = 1, and 
eh = ih, for h = 1, 2 ,.3. ( these basis elements were denoted 
by Hamilton as l,i,j,k, respectively.) The dimension of the 
algebra is four, and the following multiplication is defined 
for the basis elements: 
i 0ih = i-hi·,_o: = ·ih for_., all h = 1, 2, 3 
... 2 . I :2.· . . O 2 · 1 
~-1 ;:. 1 2 = 1 3 = -
• • • 
- .1- = -1. l. 
.,._3 2 1 
:i_3i1 
.. 
- ,·. ·-· 
- .~·· -
···2 
One· sees :fr.om: :t·his definit":i~on. of tnu·l·:tip:i:fc·a.ti·qn j. 
product representatio:n:"'ikih = l SJAkheA we have 
· A=·O·· · g_Akh 
I 
.. 
.all but on·~ :q~ :th.e co.e-f·-£·i:c-.ients. 
.g:3:1·2: 1 3: = 
i 3: and. so g312 = 1, gh12 == O for h + 3. One can also verify 
that the a·ssociative law holds. • We will consider only real 
quaternions--quaternions with real coefficients--although it 
is possible to consider quaternions with coefficie-rtts from 




.w = l yhih, 
h=O 
3 
mu\tiplication of two quaternions z = I xkik and ~ . k=O 
we have 
3 3 
zw = I xkyhikih = I gAiA, k,h=O A=O 




, ' - ( 
:· 1. 
.... 
• • • l 
-~-~-- ,,, .... ·- . ·---,·-~---·-- - ___ , --··· - - ·- ... ,.. -·--·-· -· -· --- " ...... ...__., .. __ "'.'" ,. '··. 
I 
8 
g2 - xoY2 - xly3 + x2Yo + X3Y1 
g3 - xoY3 + X1Y2 - X2Y1 + x3Yo· -
I 
In the special case where z = w, we have: 
2 





- X -2 
2 
- X -2 
+ 2x0x 1i 1 + 2x0x 2 i 2 
+ 2xo<xoio + xlil + 
2 2 2 2 
= 2x0z - (x0 + x1 + x2 + x 3) • 
+ 2x0x 3i 3 
X2i2 + X3i3) 
- 2x2 0 
... By ·means of this transforrna tion, we see t:hat each quaternion 
satisfies a quadratic equation with ·re:al .coef:ficients: 
z
2 
- 2x0z + (x~ + xf + x~ + xi) ::;: O. (AJ 
.w~e· shall show that such an equation ~xi:s·t.:s foi:- e·&.CJ\ 1.i:near 
:a-s-s·oc.iati ve alge:1:>ra. The equation g.iyen in ( 4) :is· kn:Qvln: a .. s .. 
tl)e. characteristic equation for qua.t·ernions, · and i 1: ]_~ad.$ to' 
·a simple definition of the conjugate i of the quaternion z. 
·we have x~ + xf + x~ + x; = 2x0z -· z
2 
= z (2x0 - z) , and we 
- 2 2 set z = 2x0 - z. It is clear that the product zz ~ x0 + x1 
+ x~ + xi is always a .real number, and that z = x 0 - x 1 i 1 
- x 2 i 2 - x3i 3 • Both properties are analogous to the situati.on 
for complex numbers. 
we define the norm of t;h·~ ·qu~t:e.·rnion z: as n{z) = zz. 
:Thus the norm vanishes only if all the coefficient:-s of- z are 
zero. We also define the trac.e of~ ihe· quaternio.n :z 
r .. . . 
= z + z = 2x0 and note t-hat it is always real-. t{z) 
We assert that the product of two quaternions is zero 
only if at least one factor vanishes. First, it is clear from 








·- .- ..... 





z. If we now assume that zw = O, it follows that 
n(z)n(w = (zz) (WW) = z{zw)w = O. Since the norms are real 
.-
numbers, at least one must vanish, and thus either z or w 
must be zero. A linear associative algebra which has no 
., 
non-zero divisors of zero is called a division algebra. It 
can be proved that the real numbers, the complex numbers, and 
~be quaternions are the only division algebras with arbitrary 
real coefficients. 1 The name "division algebra" arises from 
the fact that one can define a division operation and a-n in-
~ 
!:. 




.n t z) 
'·. 
. . . -1 ... -1 It: is· c:lear t·h·a-t- :zz · = z: -z· ··-= .. ·1 .. 411 
[5:) 
-perties of· :c·onjugates an:d inye.rse$.· :In :gene-ral_, quate:tnicin· 
-rnu·lt-ip.l.:ic_ation is not commu:tative, :but z:z- = zz: :for .a.l.l.- z .•. · It: 
:i.s also true that zw = w z, as.: c:a:n ·b·e ver·i.:E±ed fr·om-; the· de_f.i·-, 
h·it.i.ons. Using the latter fac·t,·. we :c:an show that :p.Cz.~.) ·= 
n,(z)n(w}, for n(zw) = (zw} (ZW)· =: {z-w) Cw z) = z(wwlz =: .z·n .. twfz·· 
(zz}n(w) = n(z)n(w}. From. ·the- c·al¢u1l·ation (w-lz-1 ) (zw) ·= 
-1 -1 -1 
-1 -1 ·~1 w {z z}w = w w = 1, we can concl.ude· that (zw} = w· z· ·,. 
which is analogous to the rule for ·the .. conjugate of a p.roduct. 
We also want to show that division, can alway~ be carried 
out,. i.e. , that the algebra of quaterniotiS ·re·ally ·i.·s a di-
visibn algebra. We define the division of b by a in either 
one of two ways, corresponding to the solutions of the two 
.eq)1ations 
··-· ., ...... --._ ... ,,.. '-, ......... .,._-.~-· .. ~········ -..... -,-, ..... _,._,,_ .. .- . ~ ..... ·-.. · ........ · ........ ·, ~ .. ,·_',; .... , ..... ~ ·- . 
- •• <, ,, • "°"'""" 
; 
10 
az = b, za = b, where a 1 0 •. 
, , I I 
Since a TO, a-l exists. We obtain two quotients, correspon-
ding to the left-sided division z = a-lb and the right-sided 
. 
-1 division z = ba • Each of these divisions is single-valued. 
Division operations cannot be defined for general algebras. 
It is helpful to mention two formulas, since they will.,. 
Of.t·er. simplify otherwise comp-licated calculations. We first 
Since Tk = -ik and i~ = -1 fork -1,2,3, We have ikik 
1. :(:t.t. is clear that i 0 i 0 = l• 1 = 1 :a·s well.) Thus: 
L ikXOik = 4xo · 
k·. ,,•· .. . · · .. 
.,_ 
.2 
= -1 k 
·we -now calcula.te-· t_.h·e- doub:le summation which contains ·the- r.e·al 
numbers xh in addi ti:on to the uni ts. If we interchange --t:.-he. 
order of summation, we are left w·ith the evaluati:on, .or 
~ 
3 -~ 
h~l x~ ikihik. 
•. 
Now . . .. , " • • +' • · • - · · • ...... · •· ·· · ...... : · ·. ..___ ""'-- r· h 1 { J.kl.h~k ;::: J. 0 J.h J. 0 + Ji ;LhJ.1 + 12 1 h::i;2 + ,1. 3J.h 1 3 ' t-c>r ·. ·.. = ' 
-
-
The first te.rm is si._n:tply j_h:'.: Dependi;ng o~ h., o°ri~ of t·he 
.remaining terms :is- :a:l.·$_.o ih. (For example, if· ·h. =- 2-_, then· 
i 2i 2T2 = i 2 .) The other two terms can be Simplified by writ-
ing, for example, i 3 ihT3=-i 3T 3ih = -ih. Therefore, k ikihTk = 
ih + · ih - ih - ih = o, and the doub:le s:ummation vanishes. 
Finally, we tave 






We will use the next result even more often. We assert that: 
-
-2z. 
The proof follows easily from the first result, for l i zi ·= 
k k k 





- 2, k - 0 -• + • 1k 1k --
0, k - 1,2,3. -
·The third example of a linear associative algebra which 
2 !e consider is the Clifford a~gebra. In the Clifford alge-
bra there are n-1 hypercomplex·: p~_si$_ :elements in addi tioh to 
the:principal identity: e0 = l, e 1 , e 2 , .•. , e,n.~i· ·W:e,re~ 
quira that e: = 1 1 and ~at ekeh = -ehek, for hi~ and h,k = 
1., '2, •.•• , n-1-. Tha·.t ±~ -·~11 that we demand of t-h.e mu;l.t,:j:.pli.o.a~ 
tion. It must not be concluded from e~ = £1, that eh= ±1 ne'-
cessarily follows. The situation here is s:imilar to that .in 
,..-· - --~ 
. 3 
a fre~ 9zoup in group theory. 
:!'£ ·w~ multiply these units. ·two at q.· ·t-ime, we ot·t,ai·n ele2' 
( ·1 '!) 
. n--··.. . . 
-~--:1e.3 ,- ••• , en_2en-l' i.e., we have f 2 ·) new un_its. ·Similarly, 
we could combine the original units three at a time ·to obtain 
new units ~pp~ar. 
Forming all possible produ9ts of units in this :manner, th.ere-· 
· (n-1)_ .. (n-1) are, altogether, N = 1 + 1 +. 2 + ••..• ·+._· .. (· nn,--11 ) =· 2._n---1. 
•. 
uni ts. There can be no more than N di.st.-inct uni ts, because 
all turther mul tipl;ica tions lead to the same ~sul ts. The 
Clifford algebra is generated from n elements, but it con-
n-1 











;'. ·.1·~-, .' -i::,··~·'.\<': ,···--!.-j "-~ ·:~.:;~ 
•.•• -•-•'···· -· ~--____.. .......... 1.-" ....... 
12 
~requently, one employs the Clifford a~gebra in a linear 
n-1 
system L: z = l xheh. A linear system does not form an alge-
h=O 
bra by itself. 
3. The Characteristic-Equation. 
We now consider a linear associative algebra A with a 
principal identity e 0 = 1. The N units are_ e 0 = 1, e1 , ... , 
eN-l. We no longer assume the characteristics of the Cliffor:d-
algebra, and we again denote the general element by the nota-
tion 
(6'.): 
We multiply·· -·eq.uat-itin (6::} o;n the ri·g.h-t :b:y· :e:k ·s-o. th·at zek ha.s 
the form::· 
Si'.n.ce ·w.e· can d'c> this with all the ek, th:ere is associate.d to 
:ea:c:th z -a ma tr ix of the f G>rm ( r hk) = Rz. Thus the colurnrt-s·. of. 
a sq~a~e matrix of order N correspond to zek. 
We now investigate th_e prope·rties o·f this cor-respondence. 
. 
' 
We s:.h:all see that a complete is·omorphism exists between the 
matrices defined above and ou·-z.- ~l_g·eb:r-.a. Each· such algebra . is 
. equivalent to a matrix algebJ:".a.,. :i.:e_., tn.ey are abstractly the 
'. 
4 
same. We consider scalar ~ultiplication first. 
In order to multip-ly a matrix by a scalar, we· simply 
:multiply each element of the matrix by the scalar. according 


















By the definition of additioti, if z 
N-1 
l yheh, then z + w 
h=O 
N-1 
= l xheh and w = 
h=O 
= l (xh· + yh)eh. Which matrix R + h=O . z w cor-
responds to z + w? If z corresponds to R 
z 
., 
corresponds to R = (shk), then since (z + 
N-1 w 
= (rhk), and if w 
w) ek = ze + we ·=· k k 
l (rhk + shk} eh, we have that 
h=O 
R + R .• :-
.· z :w 
The addition proceeds according to th~ regulations fot matrix 
algebra. 
We are. al:s·:c, inte:re.sted in det.ennini:·ng, the matrix R 
.. . . . . . .. . . zw 
.. wh:i.qh qo·i::responds to the product. :zw·... Drawing upon the pr.e~ 
v·i.ous .r.e-su:l ts, we assert that.·: 
R R , 
z w 
.w·h·ere again we must emp:lo.y ·the rules of .matrix aritlime:tic .. : 
By the associative law 'for· multiplication, we write- (zW) ek = 
z(wek), where: 
z - I X e and wek - l s ... -.e .•. v' -V · X,k_· ~-, V A 
z•we = k l X SAke eA. , V V 
V, A 
But, eveA = l guvA eu, so that we obtain a triple summation: 
u 
z •we = ' x s g e k l V Ak UVA U v_, A, u · 
~" .. , •• 1 
I 












. ....._....___. ...... - ... , .. ,., ~ _____ _..........,...... . . .. ' 
14 
Now, zeA = l r , e·~- by definition of r , • UA u . . UA But also, ze>.. =. 
- u 
}: Xe eA = r X g Ae • V V V U,V V UV_ U Therefore, l x g , = r ,, and if we V UVA UA 
V 
-
make this substitution above, we find that z•wek_= l ruAsAkeu. 
A ,u .. 
Thus we have proved: 
R = {I r s ) = R R • zw A uA Ak z w 
This is t-he n1ultip'.l_i:cation law for matrice~; w-11.:L.oJ~J multiplies., 
.element· by ~lement, the rows of the left matrix with the col-
umns of the right matr:ix. Finally, it is now cleci.:r ·that the 
algebras containing z and Rz, respecti.vely, are isomorphic. 
we .'n.ow consider some appl4.c.ations and conclusions which 
l. r .. ~- t:h~- sq:uare matrix ·Rz :i:s :the zero matr.:i.Jt, i:n. whic.J:1.·, 
a 11 r hk = O , the.n.. z. = ·Q • To t>:-rov:e this we use th.e :h.ypo .. the:.sj~ s 
that a principal identity e e:J(is:ts,,_. and thus we have ,z .. ·e. ,'.::; ·ez:: ·;: 
z. T};lis principal identity c~tn: b.e. ·:r:eJ?re.:sented in the general 
'-
, N-1 
,form e = I akek. Now we mult,iply on the left by z to obtain: k=O 
N-1 
ze = .. I . ak zek. 
k=O 
Bl.it by defini.tion of the rhk' we know that zek = k rhkeh. 
Clearly, if all the ~hk = 0, then ze = 0, .arid finall.y z = 0. 
R 
xz' 
2. As an application of the scalar .mu.'l.:ti.p .. lication xR 
z 
it follows that -R 
z 
\ 
= R • 
-z 
-
3. If the matrices Rz and. :Rw are identical, t:ti~n z. := w. 
We say two matrices are equal if co·rresponding ent.z-i.~_s= are 
equal. Clearly R = R + R = R - R = O. T-hu·s:, acc·o·td-z-w z -w z w 








4. The principal identity e is associated with the iden-
tity matrix. That is: 
. •' 
1 0 o. • • 
·,: ';' : 
·~ •: :•: 0 
O l :0. .• ..ii.:': ... • • • 0 · 
. -~ ·E·· 
l ·- .• .. ·:· : ,,  




: 'I' . 




. . . . 1 
N-1 
frprn eek = I rhkeh = ek i:t f01.lOWs that: 
h=O 
0 I h =r k :lthk --
l I h c:- 'k. 
s·. .. Let f (x) be .a. polynomia.l :w:i t·h .. 'Z-e;~:l: .-q .. oe.~t:t·t .. o.$.e·n,t·s, 
f(x} = cNxN + cN_ 1xN-l + ... + c1x+ co, ck real. 'l'hen, apply-
i-hg_ matrix rules of acl'd:i,t.ion ., trtltlt-i:pl·ication._., an-d scalar mul tti-
p·l:i:c,ation , .. w,e q~Il.: $p.eak .o:f: :t:he :ni-atrix: 
Rf ('z)' R
.N: . RN-1 
= cN ·z ·+· ,cN-1 z + .••• + c 1 Rz + c0E =0 f (R2 j ; 
where we have rewritten the :c·ons:t·a·nt· ~ .. 0 .a:s ·a· }.llq.:t·X:-:i:~., ·a·s we·l·l: 
as the other terms. 
' 
6. The function f: :'( w.:) = 
· : '1;: o Q .. - w r. o·.Ji ·• ·, • • •· ··= r o ' N -1 
: :r10 :.r.11-w:. • ·•· ·- • ·· r l 'N-1 
i ·, 
.. 
. ' . 
. . . · . 
• 
• 
rN-1' 0 • • • • • rN-1,N-l -w 
i:s a polynomial with real coefficients of de_gree N. The de-· 
fining equaticn above is called the secular equation. We 





denote the matrix Rz -wE by M = (mhk). 
7. We wish to show that f(Rz) = O. We will determine a 
- , 
w so that the determinant det·· M = det (R -wE) does not vanish. . ~ . z 
We use the notation det(Mhk) for that subdeterminant which is 
the cofactor of the element rhk. Also, we denote the .. trans-
_pose of a m~trix (ahk) by (akh). The inverse of the matrix M 
is given by 
:~-1 __ (Mkh) M' .. - I :·., ~ det M 
so that MM-l = E. I.n other words, 
.• ,,-,_R ,~ w-E·) (M - ) = (- d·e·t M)· E· = f(-- ',w:._)-, -•·E·:. 
- z kh ..... (7J 
·Now, (Mhk) is a matrix of deg;ree N~l. Th'e· g-·e:ner·a·1 term _:ha:s 
the following form: 
l 
where we have ordered the t·erms accor·ding· to t:h,e; powers of w .-
It is cle·ar from the laws for addition ·t]la't we can expand: th,e 
expres~ion in this way. Consequently, when we transp·ose the 
result (which ammounts to interchanging row and column ·in--
< 
dices) , we have: 
Substituting this expression for Mkh into OU::!:'. .ear,l·i:e:r·· g:qua·,.t.ion. 
( 7) , we obtain·: 
., ~ .. 
I "·· 




{ · N-1 = (Rz -wE) (zkhO) + (zkhi_) w +. • .+ (zkh,N-1) w } • 
Since both sides must of course agree, we examine them more 
closely. On the left we have a polynomial with real coef-
f 
f.i-cients of the form: 
,O_n: t:he 'right, we have the expansion: 
-
-A- comparison ·o·f ·coeffici:e-nt·s leacl:"s- to .. t-he .following equal-
ities: 
~.Z CzkhO) .; 
Rz (zkhl)- (zkhO) 
Rz {zkh2)- (zkhl} 
• • • • • • 
Rz :( zkh ,N-1 > - ( zkh ,N-.2> 
- (z,k_·.··h-. _.: -1) 
.. , ,N . ·. 
·..;.: c .E· 
.- ..:·, 0 ·. 
= C-·-.E· 
·1 ' 




Now, if we multiply the" j-th equation in this set by R.~--1 , 
·'Z . 
. () . 
where R = E, and add the resulting, terms on each side, the z 
.. 
;~, . .- sum of a1·1 the terms on the left vanishes. Thus we have : 
2 N-1 N 
:c--.·E +· 'C:-·R + c2Rz + •.. + CN.·-lRz + c R = o., 
··O· · · 1 .. · z N z 
8. According to property { 5.) , we have_ immediately that 
• 
I \· I 
I C. 
18 
Rf(z) = f(Rz) = 0, and from property (1.) it follows that 
. 
f(z) = O. Thus, the following theorem holdsL 
Theorem 1: In any line,r associative ~lgebra with a princi-
pal identity e each element z satisfies a polynomial equa-
N N-1 tion f(z): CNZ + CN-lz + •.. +co= 
. , 





. : .. 
• 
• 




. ..,. ... . r -z;_ N-1,N-l ··· · .. 
q-f· d·~·gree N and with rea.l coefficients--the so:-ca·lled char--
. . 
~bteristic equation. 
These equations may :):)e :redl).c.ib:l:_e:. ·we ·.h.a,ve :a·lrea·dy ex~ 
a.mined the quadratic egua_t:i:on ~$soc:;:i·at:.~d,- ··w-.it.-h ·t.n(=· .. alcJ·eb:r-.a :o:f: 
:quaternions. The irreducible p~rt of· the cnar·ac,te.r.t-s:·t.t·c 












ANALYTIC FUNCTIONS DEFINED ON AN ALGEBRA 
1. Hypercomplex Functions Defined on an Algebra. 
In what follows we consider a linear associative alge-
~ bra which does not necessarily have. a principal identity. 
Once again we write the general element as: 
:w~ now introduce. a 1'±.~e·a.r system_ l,_:_, .. :in .w.hi:Ch the general 
·te:_pn is denot.ed: 
:n· < N. 
-=-
of two elemen_t::s i.n :t:·he· .s.yste·m yields an elem.e-_nt of t.he orig-
. . . 
. inal algeb·ra ~ .'r·hl:~· li·ne·a:.r ·s·ystem is sim·flar tp. ~- GOnl::P:lex in 
-
. . 5 
.g.>i:-oup th:eory. · · 
.... ~~ 
A·s a geometrical ·il::l;-µ:~ .. t·ra:tio:n. vre can· in-terpret z a·s· -'c:1. 
P.P·~zrt o·.t· .an n-dimensi.o.nal Euclidean space -Rn. The compo·rie.n·ts· 
O·f :·z. in an orthogon.al coordinate system are: x:0_, X.:i:·r:·· •• . , X . •. ·n-
:~.·w·e continue the illustration in two-dimens.fonal s·paqe·.. w.e 
can also consider z as a vector in the ·vector spac-e Vn;: .·i-n-
which case oz_ indicates the length of· the vector. In the 
-. ·; .. 
case,,.·where z = 0, we have the zero-vector. Rn is a subS.p.c1.qe 
of RN which always contains z = 0. n In R we presuppose· a 
space R with the following pro~erties: 
1. 0 e:R. 
2. R is .a closed subspace. 
,· ·..... . 
J: 
' 




3. The boundary consists of an (n-1)-dimensional·hyper-
surface H. For n = 2, His a plane curve. 
His- to possess the following topological properties: 
• 
1. The hypersurface is two-sided (orientable) . 6 An ex_.;.-
ample for n = 2 is a Jordan curve. 
2. li should not int.ersect i t~e).-!:,, pu·,t ·a. rn:a_y -Pe· composed 
of s~ve~al pieces. 
,,. 
.3_. The boundary, hypersur:face H: should cons-ist of finite-
l·y· :many pieces in which ther.e i:s .a·ssociated wit·h each point 
-
.a unit normal vector v .. whi:chi !$: -c:tir:ecte·.d, itito- ·the interior .o.f· 
the space: 
We indicat.e ... t·he: components of· a hyperco.mplex function 
. .. 
.as real-va·lue·.d f,un.c:.tions of the components of • z, 1.e., 
u~·t~0 :, ~l.~ •...•.• ,:xn-l) = uk (x), where the -µk are continuous and 




lu~h) (x) I to denote the Wronskian functional deter--. ·• . we use ·o 
. 7 
minant. We define hypercomplex functions of z by u = f (z) = 
n-1 
I uk(x)ek. Geometrically t~is signifies a map/from R onto 
k=O 
a subspace in Rn. The map i·s continuous, but it is not topo-






We now define the differentiation of a hypercomplex func-
tion: 
.. ·(h) 
·U ... = 
_ n-1 (h) 
- l uk. (x)ek. 
k=O 
J 
That is, we take the partial derivative of a hypercomplJex 
funcfion with respect to xh by partially differentiating the 
individual components with respect to xh. · Corre.s.p'o.nding to 
the case for real variables, the following rul:~.s. fo.r calcu-
n-1 n-1 
lation hold. If u = I uk(x)ek and v = I vA(x)eA, then it is 
k=O A=O · 
clear without further explanation that 
" 
(U + V) (h) = -rnrl (Uk + Vi)ek} ('h) 
k=·O · ·· ·· · 
.. -· n ~:· 1 . . . .· . .· ·.. . .(.h·J .. 
. == I . . ( u.k· . +.. ·vk. ) . - ek:-: k"-0 . . . . > 
~ - 11-·1 . (h·). . .(·h) 
~kf o{uk +vk --· } e.k 
== nil u (hJ e -_ +nil v (h) e • 
k=O: .k lt k=O k k 
. thl (h) 
·= u· .. . . + v.. . .• Secondly: · 
(µv) (h-) '.'.'"k; f Uk VA ek eA} (h) 




This trans:formation is petmiSsable, because. ekeA = ,I gjkAej, 
~ . J=O 
and the gjkA are real constants. Now we· differentiate ac-
cording tQ the rule for rea;l variables and· obtain: 
. ' 
22 
Therefore: (uv) (h) = u(h)v + uv(h). One- should note that 
.,..._-, 
I' 
multiplication is not commutative, and so the order of the 
factors must be as above. Thirdly, if a and bare constants 
i~ the linear system L, then it follows from this product 
rule that: (aub) (h) = a (ub) (h) = au(~ • If the components 
of z are t-unctions of a .r.eal \ra·riable , i.e. , xk = xk (.t} ., 
then we have the chai.n: _:tul·e·:;, e.nt:irely analogous t-c:, t,h;a·~ tor 
real variables: 
'(h) du= Lu dx e 
h·,:k k h k 
. ' 
n-1 (h}<j,. 
Thus, du= I u dx. 
h=O h 
At this point it .i:s possible to: ·cfe.t: ... in·et: 
the integral of a hypercomplex fu.rtc.ticn:_•. 
f 
n-1 
udZ = . I '=k 
·- -··· -k=.0 ' . 
·u· .. d7·. 
-J~ ... L .. 
g_·.r:alis _o:v.er the: c.dmp·onents. FoI.Jll~-1-ly-, 
... :' I uk_·ekt.:-1 z. ·.;; I.··.· :ek. . ukaz . k. ' .· k .. 
'" Irt additigh, according· :to the. 6hain rule, 
.... 
. . ......: r· d/ =· ·-.··d·x.:e .. 
-·.' .. h·.· h. h 
. . . .. 
We write: 
is a hypercomplex quantity. 
tension of the standard one~ 
·The :def·.fn.i tion is a sen=si:b·le e}t- •· 
.• 






. '1 J:· .· ' 
.,... • "'',~,'';:';,\'7.."':(\7 ... r"•:<..·1;~··,,.1,;,:,.'.,,:.1,1;;•,e,_,,, .. ,Ut~_.,,.,,"""f,f(•T 
/ 
.. - .. -· .. . ...... .... . .. ,~,. ... ~.•-·--·-
2. Analytic Functions Defined on an Algebra. 
In our choice of hypercomplex functions for.study, we 
.. 
will demand more stringent conditions than that of contin-
uous differentiability. On the other hand, we want some 
analogy to classical function theory~" Bernhard Riemann. 
gave three: grounds for the-in.tro.ductio·p c3.nd. $._J:.udy :o.f: ,cont~ 
_p:le'X ·analysis: 8 
-- . .-/ 
l.. It provides· .~, :g·r·eater harmony and regularity. 
23 




We will k.eep this point of view iti 'tn·ind in deveI.op:ing the 
theory .of functions. of a hype:r.c·ornp-lex variable. First we 
.. · 
cons,ider wJ,.at is ·known as- th·e: c·ho.ice principle •. e,. 
The existence of the quantity~; is required in order 
:f:or .a. f.unctioi1 of a. _complex va·ri.able w = f :C z·): t:d be ana:lyt·i.9 .. 
This way does not ·1:.e.,c1d to a satisfactory ~·esul t f·or. hyper--
complex systems., In this case Riemann's'. me·thod leads only 
I • 
to tr:i.via.l.it.i·e·s-. 9 On the other hand, we a.ttain· some valu~ 
able conclusions from the method suggested by :Callchy. 1° Cau-
·chy se-eks. integral$ which are independent of path, ,a;nd- t)~:1-S 
method turns out to be successful in hypercomplex s·ysterns 
as well. However, it is necessary -t;o carry. out- the examina-r· . . 
tion on two types of functions since the commutative law does 
not ho.ld. We let u = · f (z) and v = g (z) be two hypercomplex 
. 
functions, and we assume the existence of the integral 
. j.- ., 
I • 
• I 
i .. ' 
' 
/ 
., ,• . ,,, 





:QV~r a clcs:ed hypersurf ace H. · According~ to Morera' s theorem, 
if f(z) is continuous, it is sufficient, in complex analysis, 
that the conclusion of Cauchy's theorem hold. for any arbi-
trary curve in a region, in order f:.or ·f (z) to be- analytic in 
tha.t re·gion. What conditions can ·l:>e foun.d, i·n ·c>'rder to :a·rri ve · 
?rt an analogous result in -hype:rcornplex ·ana·lysis? 
We have a space R ih Rn which is bounded by a hypefsur-
.f.ace H. At each point o·f th·is hypersurface ther~: .i.s defined 
a normal vector ·" wJi-ic'h ·is directed iti:to. ·the interior of R. 
Each point z i.p the interior of R :can be representeg. by a 
.. 
. . 
. Furt:ne·rtn.o.r··eL, ft,·r ·all. ·po.irJts in R., t·he: :two f·urtct:i..<5hs .. 
·::r1:-l '. ·rr-.1. 
u = I uk(~Jek···.. and 
k.::;·Q . . . 
v := '? v .. ( ... x)· :e. l .·'k ' 'k 




. These ak can be. copst:·a~.ts or f·uncti'ions of x. If th.ey are.· 
k k . functions. of x, the·n a" = aA {x} ~,' ·and so the same c.ondi tions 
should hold as for u and v. Now, we form t.he., product 
N-1 
uak v = L Phkeh , k = 0, 1, • •• i h-1. h=O · · 
We obtain .in this way n equations of this type whose values 
~-·· ·-, .-- I 
I " 
} 
"· .. - ... :q.,r-.-~.........-,,,.;,m1··~-. ~ .... ~ ... _,,._, __ .._, ... ,,·, ... _ ... -·--··------l·'•-••~ ...... ~~- ... ---•·'•· - •. -~. ·~--·· •, '>'·::L,11~- ·A- ···..:,.._.··wM>nidt 
, 
, 
I • • 
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·1ie not simply in L but in the algebra A. The te.rm (Phk) is 
a matrix of N rows and n columns, and thus it is in general 
, llll 
not square. The Phk are, as products of u, , and v, again 
continuous and continuously diff.erentiable. We may now apply 
.• 
G I h f d' • 11 auss t eorem or n 1rnens1ons: 
. ' 
n~laPhk 
l -- dr = -
R k=O axk 
clh 
;,_ ( 
We now sum over h, afte:t-''multiplfirig by eh, and obtain: 
h~l N-laP rt~l. ~-1 
L l hkehdr = ,... ·H·. }: }: Pfikeh "kdho 
: R k=O h=O axh . k*=:O h=O 
rr'hi·s:' ·rtot .. at:i.on is pos_sible., ·since we have emp·l_qy,e.t~ .Gauss i-
th·e·cfrem i·n the rea.l. EU·clidean space Rn, and· ,th:us d;r, dh:, ,a·n-.d. 
vk are ·rea.L By sxibsti, tut ion of our previous results ; we. ob,,., 
ta.in::: 




= - • I (Ullk v) "kdh 
-H 'k=O -
. n-1 
= - , u{ I akvkdhJ~~ 
· :H k:::;: 0: · · ·· · 
•. ;· 






~. - .I~~ 
.... As a result , we define\ 
-~ 
and we see that 4Z does not depend on u and v, but only on 
the boundary H. We t-htis have the equation 
n~l . J (~tr V}(k)dr = -
' l . '. k . 




We: are now able to make a -selection front ·t:he: 'f·uttc-t_ions. 
side of the foregoing equa-ti·.ot1 ·should van_i.sh.- We there-fo-.re 
have 
u .. d_··z· •. v.· =: .-0 
... I 
H 
~I):d .. ,· ias :a consequence:,: 
·n-.i .·.·.·· 





"J~y- .t'l~dµce l-.,. ~ince t:he integ.rai1d va·ni.she·s;. I-:t .i:s ·to be no·te_d 
~ -. 
·that. II. -reJf>:res:ent:s a system of: at- ·mo-st.. }{ J?.·a-rt·ia_l dif ferenti_?l·l, 
. . 
equations. we will now prove :the conne.oti.on between I an·d I::t:. 
The hypotheses here may l:>e .s-ome-wn.·at :changed. 
Let u and v be continuous and continuously differenti-· 
able. As the boundary surf:·ace we .consider a hypersphere S 















' ·"··-~..---.--..~---..--~ ----·--7"""·~-:·· ~.- .. -·--·--· ' 
.... - ---1 
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and always to have the same constant value, which, as we 
shall see, must be zero. The integration is taken over all~ 
points of the hypersphere S. The unit surface normal is 
written as 
1 ·v· l = l 
.. 
an·a is, directed toward the interi:o,~-.:. ·The- hypersphere is cen- . 
tered at z and is given by w = z ~ ,rv 1 ~ith the components 
0 
·r-v • k' 
If we let .dh be the s-u_r-f.a.ce :e·leme.·nt oz .the: -.ge_n<=-r-al. :hy~ 
per sphere and dh1 ,. t;h_e elemen.t ·of tJ1e .un:i.t_ hyperspher~-, then .. 




sequently, .it: is also necessary that 
:u·d--/·. V · = 0, :0 <:,i:'=<_r·:0 .. . _;;l s .. ·· 
. ·1 
if. r is both posi·tive ·a·nd f:i-ri:i::te:. Now we dif·f·e-ren:t.iate with 
ar 
n;l a 
l ar(uakv)vkdh-1 = ·O. S k=O · 1 
·W·e: a.p,p.ly· t·he chairi rule and differentiate. first with respect 
t·o the x.h. Then we can immediately write vh in place of 
axh/ar. Thus, . 
.. 
. /,,...-·: .... -----·--·-···· ---·,--· ' ....•.•... ,, . .,. .... ~_, .. ,,..,.,. 
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----= ar 
Since the function is continuous and continuously different-
iable, this relation must also hold for r=O. But, as r+O, 
t-
the integration variable w = z + rv-+ z, and the expression 
(uakv)(h) becomes independent of rand can be taken outside 
th·e· integral. Thus, 
. n-1 _·· __ ·(hJ ,: . _. .. . . _ l (uakv) · '"h"kdh1 - O. k h=O ,. S ._· .. · · ·· -· ··· 
I . I -
S·ince we have ·.an or·t··hog·onal coordi1ta.te s·yst·em :b.e:·f-:c,r:e :us:.r the 
integral l :f:o·r .ze:a·sons of synunetry, becomes:·: 
0 I h t :k. 
c, h = k. 
:where c .i:s a_ pos.it.i.ve :'C..o:n:st,ant. Th. . ·f·. ... . . ·n-I·: 1 c·· . . -). CkJ . . . ·o .. . ere ore.:; : .. ·Ucx: · v. · · •=c .:::; ; ·.; 
. ·., ... '· ·. ·.· ····k ·. k==:o: · 
.-and f ina<ll.y 
;..., i 
g: ) 
··necessary and ~uf,fi.c-ient condit··i.on :f.or a .func::t·ion ·to be ana~ 
lytic. Now we stt:1·1. n·e.ea· 1:,he -conditi·o:n_al ·e:quatio·ns for u and 
v alone. We set °-k =: 8.kyk and diffe,·r·ent·i .. ate· :the expression 
(uak v) partially with_. ~espect to xki· 
(US y V) (k) = (us ) (k) y V + 
k k k 'k. 
Then, as before, we have· 
' , { 
·u·o ·c· '•• v·) (k) 
··"'J(. Y:k . • 
'· 





We now demand that each sum vanish identically,/nd ~e have 
the condition 
:n--·1 k 
' a , r v) c. .) ~: o l k k·· . 
k=O 
II,1 
for left-analytic functions, and, similarly, t.-he, c·ondi tion 
n-1 _ .(k) _ 2 cu ek > . Yk - o 
k=O -· 
II,t 
for right--~nalytic fun·-c·ti.Qns:.. ~~te may chops~ :a_k -&nd yk arbi~ 
,_,/'trarily, for we have pic_keq :,ak arbitraril·y:_~ (For- example, Y_l<:. 
can be r.e·al. ) 
·.I· - . 
"Cxk -1:s_ ·a .. lso- .c;:-o-nsrt_an:t··,. ·and. ·w.e h:ave: 
a-nd-
'· ... -1 
·n·-.- ·: -
l. - -_-Ck:1 -- -_- - :::::: ·o-- , u _(lk_. ' ....• :k-~o- :.· -_. ·· .-
. -'. 
.(I_-) 
Now we ·can. C:C>fis·ider various alg·ebras.. F.irst, WJ2: .let A be the 
algebra o:f .comp-lex numbe.rs-.: ·The.n we: h:ave t·he units e 0 = 1, 
_e1· = i, ~nd- z. :~ :x-0 + x 1_i a:s _a .1-i:ne-ar· :'s.ys.·tem. We set ~k := .ek:· 
Since the commutative 1-a.w hoid:s·-; bot_h ·f·o:mulas in (1) above: 
are the Scl.IIle, namely, u (O) + ut1> i = (}. In components: 
'Ii 'I ••'·, ,, 
uJO) + uiO)i + tuJl) + ui1)i)i = 0. 
ThUS'.·· 







-- u --- . 
.-1 
(l") 





-It s:t1ould be clear that: these. ·are precisely the Cauchy·-Rie-









choose e 0 = i 0 =!~and let the linear system L be composed 
of elements z = x 0 + x 1i 1 + x 2i 2 + x 3i 3 . 
ik, and for right-analytic functions, we 
which yields: 
{ { 0) uo 
+ cuJ1 ) 
+ (u (2) 
0 
+ (u (3) 
0 
+ .' ' ,.(0) .· U .· · ·1 
. ··1 l 
(l} i 
+ ~-i 1 ·1. 
+ u (?_.) i :+ 
· ·1 · ·l 
+ u(3")i + 
. l .. l 
Ag.ain we pick 
have ! u (k) i 
k=O k 
a = k 
= 0, 
This in turn lead$ to .f_·ou.·r ::r;eg.:_l differentia_l_ .e_qµ:ations (in 
which the toprno_s·t. algebra_ic- sig.·n is taken -i_p._ every case) : 
... ·(o} u( 1) (2) '\.l, .( 3i) 
- 0 U, - - u· . ·-. -0 1 ·2 3 
u (l} (. Q:) ( 3) -
u~ 
~2""} 
+ u . ±· µ.:2: ' + - .0 : ; -0 l 
(2) _'(3) ( Ol (1:) (2:) -+· .+ ± ·- .0 uo U-- . u2 u .. -:1 . ,·3 
(3) uf2J - u< 1) -.( .Oj ±- + + - .0-~ uo u .... -2 ,•3 
·in. the ·c.a-$e· -of l:e:.f·t~an.alytic funct·i,01+$ trie. ;i:k .ar.~- ·to the lef:t 
of the u (k) components, an,d th~ lqwe.r algebraic .signs hold irt 
equations ( 2} above. .If. we dif ferent·i.ate- t·he k-th. row par-.. 
tially with respect to xk-l and ·-.add. the. fot1_r· te:sulting rows, 
we. ob_t-~in_ Lap.lace ' s equation : 
U' 
( O_ O_ .) ( 11·:). '. . .(:.2_ 2 -.)·'. ·c·:_3. 3 ·):: · 
· l1U_o = 0- + u_Q· ·+ u .. Q ·. + µ(l · - O; 
-
·.:and i~- .g-~n:er·al 
.li-uk. = (). 
Thirdly, we consider the Clifford- n-umbe·r-s:. Let :L be the 
n-1 
linear system z = l xkek, where the. ek are the basic uni ts. 







••• , n-1, and that we hav·e the ... further uni ts e 1 e 2 , •• :, en_2en-l; 
n-1 e 1e2e 3 , ••• ; etc. Altogether we thus have N = 2 units. In 
addition we set a = k For the right-analytic function 
n-1 1y_r l ukek. we have th~ condition 
k=O 
n-1 (k) I u ek = O, which we 
k=O 
·Write in the expanded form: 
.(u
0
(0) + u{O) e + ·+ 'U·(o)_e, -)· 1 1 • ···: ... -··n-1 :n_-.1:· 
f (t1J1> 
+. ·.· c· .... r2J u ,' 
... : O.' 
. (l)' . ' 
u .· ·· l· e: . ·l').e·1·· n - .. n·- .. ' . .' .. ' 
. ' 
. +·. • .• 
. ·. {n-1) (n-1) . . .. ·(n-1) 
>+ (uo + ul e.·1· + •••. + u_ ·.·1 e 1) e _ .·1·· - :'.O. ,n- n- n-.-
l:.f: :we ·co.rtsider a.11 sets of components, with the s_arn.e uni:ts .. , 
"t\'" 
we ·ar:e: ·1ed t··o, .at .rnos·t .N· n-1 .. · = 2- · · ·eq:liati.ons • 
:t .. (_.n~ 1) ·: == ·o·,·· ·. 
•'. .. u ·l. '. . . ·• . . . . ·n-
.. :c 0) ±· . {1 ). 
·U:(): . ·. Ul 
Further, .( Q:.): ·+· ,···. __ (h), -U .·· U-·· -·· 
··h · · 0 ·o for· h = .l , 2 ., ...... , •. , 
( n-1) · · :2: ., -+ {n-1) conditions. 
a.,$ _·the constant ek. There is. a 'rt~as·on for t;t.1i:.s_, ... and we as~ier·t 
.i,t· ,n·ow ~ 
·; 
tein by means of a linear coordinate· ·t.ransformation in s-µ9h a. 
way· that ak = ek if the ak ·are· con·stant. 
Proof: Let xk = xk {x0 , _ x1 , ... , · xn-l) be a. li.ne·ar coo:rdit1a.te 
transformation. Then. axk/axh is constan_t<. W-~ n.o.w c·h:oo,se .a. 
suitable coordinate system and show that a.k = ek is uniquely 
determined for every other syst~,m. .The condition for a right-
( 
' - . . . 





















analytic function in the old syst~ is: Lu ak = O. 
1<.=0 
We now cal.pulate u(k) according to the chain rule: 
·1 
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where the ~uperscript (h') indicates differentiation with re-
spect to xh. Interchanging the order of summation, this sub-
... 
stitution yields: 
.rf--1 (k) n.-1 (h,) axh _ l u a.k·· = L u I a . CL.k·. = ·:o ..... 
k=O -_ ·h~O xk· - . 
·Now,, :fo:r.- each h 
:Le.ads -t:o 
k: ·;:: 0 .. , 1., •..• , . ,_ n-J., 
.- . 
. :..:·: 
-· ••• : .... c;_ 
n-1 ax• :o·- X +. h ·~ h . , I a --k=O- Akaxk : J. A; -- h .• ,. · 
··. 
'Jthis non-homogeneous syst~rti qf n:···_li.ne·ar ~q11·at.iops always has 
a: solution if det (aAk) f O. The ak are chos.en so a:s to be 
linearly independent. Hence·,: ·by· :ct skillfu·l :choice .,of. the 
· coordinate system, we :car1: .a;lway·:s. s·.a·t_i:s.fy the co.nditional 
equations 




and Lu ek = 0 
k=O 




r:: , .. 
,, 
with the constants ak = ~k. We prove the gene~al case by 
~eans of a substitution. 
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Let ak = ak{~), so th~t the ak are not constants. For 
right-analytic functions, the condition now reads: 
n-1 I (uak (x)) (k) Yk {x) 
.k.=O 
<We req:µire: her:.e. the further con,di'.ti6n:,: 
·a:n:d :.so: ci'rr·i.v$ e.t tne- _preceding form·;. 
Jl.·~.l :{k) I ·U a . = 0.. 
k=.O k . 
'l'he condition· det{a.1k (x)) 4 O ·still applies for the whOle re.-
:gion. In orde:r to f·ind: a ··''canonical ·fc;,.n.n," we carry o.ut .the 
x' = h 
.Q·al:t-hough we shall not carry. o·ut· the: ca.:lcu.'la.tiort.:· ·Ac;:._corciin:g 
,to this canonical form, t_h-~n, 
'.,1> 
. •.· 
Conclusion. :·1·:n wh,at fol:lows. we: conf:ine: 9.µr$.··~_lve·s t·o. 
,,. 
the restricted case: The hy·perc:omplex function u = 
'n--1 
l uheh h=O is called a right-analytic f·unc'tion in the variable z, where 
n-1 
z = }> xheh, if: 
h=O 
1. uh {h = O, 1, .•• , n-:l;.} is ·a. :r.ea.J,., c.ontirtuous, and 










:~1 .. i -~ ··· · ·' .xn-1 • -- -) 
2. I u(k)e = O, where u(k) 
k k 
Fot left-analytic functions, the 
2. I ek v (k) = o. .. 
The f irs~ntegral theorem · 
u is right-analytic and vis 
holds if 
ud/v = 0, 
n-1 
That • 1S, 
with az = I "kekdh. The conver$e' Morera Is theor.em, also 
k=O 
ho'.lo.:s. 
·3·· I · t· · .... · 1· c· · 1 · l · · · s·.·-t· ~.r· ··u .. · .. ·.· .. ·c·· ... t··.,u·.:_·.r:.-.· .. ·.e-.· rrt.. ;.:J. o· t :~: , n· .e.g·ra: ,a: .cu·:u,s:, ,··:·i:{etorerns.,. ang· .. _,p.:~.ra ors. 
_.. \; \ 
\} 
/ 
B·efore we r.each t·he .. t?.oi::r1.t. wh.ere: we ·Can .ev.a .. luate an in-· 
tegral, we must :be f.amil'ii1r .. · wi·t·h s:evera,l theore1n:s o::f t.he 
strr:face theory of ·hyper surf ace.:s.. ·~n . .(p-1.) -din1~.np:iona.1 .. qy-
1 n. . .. ·. persur;face in the n-dime~ionc:11 reg; space :R 1.5 given by 
a .. p:a~·~e·tric representatio.n..,· 
XO = :Xo(tl' .~" "' tn-1> 
xl. =.xlttl'·· .. ' tn-i) 
•. . :. . 
:x ·. ·. -· -1· = X 1 ( tl··· 1 •• • • ,·. 1:::n.· ·. ·-. ·.-1: } 1 n- n- · · · 
:cons .. i.s·ti'·ng· of: ·n :re,a .. 1. functions,. ·w .. i.t·h :n~l.. :.;:e·a.l. :yariabl·es ·• In. 
o·.thet· w.or_:ds ,· ·to ·e·a.cn point. o:f a .ieg'ion :of t·he (n--:1) --dimension-
. ~l ... 
:a"I t-space :R.{t) there ·C:O·rr~:S}?Q:nd_:~. a po.i.nt of: ·the (n-1) -dimen-
-:_. . .. . . . . . . .. . . n . 
·sional hypersurface H .in: the .. ~---d.1mens1onal x--·s.pace R . What 
does the formula for the surfac.e element dh look like? 
In tn~ usual 3--dimensional space, we have 
... i','.~.-. ~. . - '-'<: • .., •.. •,•' -, " ~·~,.; .. , ,:·,,~ - . -· " . . . 
.-1 
I 






if we apply Gauss' method of notation. 
13 write analo~ously 
·. .. 1/2 J dh = lEhkl dtl ..• dtn-l' 
35 
where I Ehk I represents a. determinant of deg .. r~:·e ··n-1 whose ele-
men ts are given by the equations 
nilx{h)x(kl, l:1,:){ = l, 
µ=O µ µ 
,'2. I • •· •·· ·1. n· .. -:1. 
- . --· 
we assert that I Ehk, l>O, except JQr singular. points~- - -rn. order to 
., ' 
show this' we must .first pro·ve· t.ri~ .following 
n-1 _- · · .. 
Lemma 1: Let Ghk = I u(h)v(k), h.,k = 1, 2, ••• , n--'l, be the 
.µ=O µ µ - .. , 
elements ·of an (n-ll ~ae_gree det.,erntiha:1:1t, .. 1.e.t .~.0 , •. I!., un-l be 






. . .. 
(1) 
ul • 




. ClJ .--. 
U .. ·_-·1·· n--·· .·. 
··, (2-J. 
U.. ' 
- 1· . ·n..;.; . : 
• 
fr.1J-. 
- (u ... · .) .,: 
' ·µ '·.' 
' ~ \ 
\! 
-w.hi.c:h has n-1 rows and n columns, and. l.et· V.0-.. ·,-.. ··v.1-__ ,-.-..·., V . ·be·-.n.·-1 
--
·the n subdeterminants of .~- similariy con.·.str-ucted ma.trix V = 
- . ' 
(v(k)) • . Then for the ..s.e' dete.rtn:inants,· t.-. h·e following identit·y .. ·.•-µ 
.. .. 
holds: 
·~::r:qof: We set all the elements of the: ··fi..r$·t. co-1.u.mn :of· the 
first matrix equal to zero: u~h) = o, l;l. = T, ••. , n-1. With 









vanish. In -t:h-is case, 
,r-
I Ghk I : = u O VO ' 
because in multiplying: u0v0 , we combine row with rpw, and 
the general term becomes 
n-1 (h) (k) I u V 
µ=O µ µ 
-:, 
n.;...·1 ·. ·. . ....• 
36 
.• (bl I Because u0 = 0, this· term agrees. ·exactly with the general 
element of the determi.tra.tit I G..-hk I • We consider the same 
·-s·ituation for the ot'her: columns u {h) and v (k) -and find that µ µ . 
·_.,.·.·.·n· -· c·. _. __ ·a __ ,s. ·e.·. · .. · ·a· ·.·c· ·o· 1· umn u ( h} o ... · .. r. v· (ho) h··_·,-. ---... ~ -:L:,·: ·2.:,- .• , •• _. ,. n-1.;_ -i:s }z-·e:ro_:-._ µ ·. V ' 
n~.i 
I G·' ... ·: -l ·-. l u V 
. hk · A=O ~ X 
has, however, only summands in which each of: th¢ t:;erms u?i,J , 
v (h) , h = 1, 2, ••• , n-1, referr:ed to ·:·cc>n~a:i;n·,$ t·he in·de·}t .h· -at: µ 
least qrice. Now, however,. the terms. of I Ghk I ; like those of 
UA VA, ha.ve only n-1 fac:tors ... o:f u and xl-1: f·ac.tor·s: .of v. Next 
we collect in I Ghk I all summand$ in which an eletnemt of the 
column-s u {h) or v(h), h :;::: l, 2, •.•• , n-1, does not occ-U:r, so 
: µ µ 
,tha·t t.h_e~~ :a~~ee exactly .in th~ir totaii ty with th·e deter-





Tl)e- .s:ame cons~eration thus ho·lds, ·however, for all 
(h) h h 1 · ,. · w·· • h h ) t 11 vA on t e w o e, n time:s.. :.:it . t at, we .ac .ua y 
have 
•. 
and the lemma is proved. 
l,·,r, 
" ' 








Now our assertion that IEhkl>O follows easily from th~ 
lemma, for 
n-1 
._E _ , {h) {k) 
- hk - l X X , h,k=O µ µ 
·~,k ~· ·1, ••• , n-1, 
and U and V correspond to the matriK D 
immediately yields 
= (x {h) ) • 
µ The lemma 
·+--.-. 
.n.~1 · 
L . . 2 o·· = D. > ,· .. :. . . '\__ - . I. 





where by DA we mean tb'3_ s·µl¥cle.'te-rminants of D. Consequently:"" 
the quantity 
dh 
The unit vectors .. \>. are determined up to an: 
-v_k = ± 
.. :Dk --
{[Eh](l}l/2' 
where the ... ·sig·n is chosen so that· v .p.6:i:rtts· into .th.e int·E;_rioi: 
,/ 




:i_s. -e:a.-si_ly :und.e·rstood . 
. -~,, 
'""· NoW we- are in a- posi.tiot1 to -describe the q1~~ij11t-it,y d/.· ::;: 
l \,.. -- . - --·:n-- -. . >,· 
· I vkekdh more accurately. The ~ltte~ for vk arid dh are in-
k=O "''· ., · 










.,_·,i·J .. ~·,~--.-,,- ·~~-,.,111-•;+·-·1-.~ ......... _,...,,,, .- I . ., '• .,,·•+-.--~__. ... ,~ .. -----:.._. ..... -.-.-~---., 












• • ••• • 







• • • • X 1 n-
dtl ... dt 1 · 
. n-
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This symbolio representation, in whi.ch the ;eJ~: are the basi .. c 
uni ts, means only that one can eval ua.te d7 as .a determinant~ 
.. ~ 
So it is possible to calculate the in_teg_r·a.1S:. 
Structure Theorems. 1 .. WC= :le,t: ·u, ·= :c·._.,_ some constant. 
Then it is self-evident t-h·at ti .. i:s .b<S>-t'.b 'left- and right-analy-
t-ic. 
2:·. __ Le-t ·,t·he two .fun·ctio'ns u an:d ·u' both be ri·g-J;rt-ana.lyt·ic. 





. ·-· . 
·n ... ·,--1-' -
· .. · . fk') 
·_r u' .· :··e· =- 0,-l . 'k k:::Q 
_· 
n-1 ·.· (k). \ U I . e· . ::; Q k~O .. :·k 
imply that 
:,n-1 (kl 




. complex constant, then the .ft1n,ct-'id:ri au: i: __ s -~t,l-s:o right-analytic .• _ 
This follows immediately from .the -condi.tio:nal equation,· i·n 
which we may factor out the cons·t.an,t -~ :· 
n-1 n-1 L ( au) (k) e =a }: u (k) e = (). 
k=O k k=O k: 
4. While the first two structu·re theorems abtrve· also 
. : . .-. .. . 
) 
! hold for left-analytic functions,. the positibn of the con-
1 







stant a in property (3.) is essential. Thus we have a sup-
plementary statement for this property: If vis a left-
analytic furtction, th~n the function va is also left~~nalytic, 
.) . 
where a is an arbitrary hy·percornplex constant. The proof 
,./ 
corresponds to that above: 
n-1 n~l .. I e (va) (k) = { I, ekv{kl} a = 
,. ·k=.:O k k= 0: . 
right-analytic func.tiar1s :e·rom an icieai; :an.d __ we c·al.l. :·a.u + ·cii ut + 
••• a right ideal and va + v'a·' +~~~ .a lef~ .ideal, ·where the 
,: r.1 1 s- :S:ign.ify constants from the :a.·lgebra A. 
6. Th·e definition of left-- and right-analyti:_c functt·on_.s 
is ·inv·ariant under ·a :·coord-i·nate translation. We --p~ove this 
n-1 
"t'·'- . by r~tlading z by z + b, where c = :I ck. e.k.... Thus we le--t ,_z:•. -
k·=o -
;.. --. ..: 
z· + c, and xk = xk + ck•'- We c··he·ck: the invariance for ·:r±·ght---
analytic functions and obt·ai·n ,. .f--.or. u '::::: .u.:("z} ' 
... . 
since axk/axk = 1, while all the terms :axh/axk_ = O fo:i::> h + k. 
If the function f (z) is right-analytic, therefore,- ·the·n f(z + c): 
-i:S· also right-analytic. A corresponding result il§b; holds 
for left-analytic functions. 
Operators. In real analysis a whole set of differential 
• . I 
op~rators is defined. We have, for example, the gradient and 
rotation operators, Laplace's operator, and the Bel tram~~!!-
ferential operator. 14 T-he operator O or O:r is defined in hy-














I' ..... · 
·-- i. 
percornplex theory as: 
;: 
.. 
The condition that a hypercomplex ·£unction ti b.e right-analytic "· 
is then simply Ou= O, which means 
r ,r·. 
n~l au 
l e = 0. 
k=Oaxk k 
There is: .a c_orresponding oper~itor O* or o . · :def·ine1:l ::by .. ··.·: l ·. ' .. ' ... 
n-i :.· a 
o . . = I ·~-. _-=:==- , 
l .k--O ka.xk 
·n·--1 
··r e av -
k-O kdxk 0. 
Wi.t.h :e:a.·ch ·Operator Q there. is· as·st,cfia.ted a ctJnj·µgq.te 
O:pe.r-~.t:or O;·r ·F.or a def ini.tion, T.Je use t.he· fact, _p·roved i-ri 
I 
Theqr-em 1., Chapter I, that: in each ass·ociat-ive algebra with 
n-1· 
,. 
.. / 1J 
a principal identity e0 each element ·z = I xkek satisfies a k=O .~ ,· ... 
cha:ract·eristic equation of de9~<=~ OIIl with real coefficients 
:a·nd. s·uch that m < N: 
m 1 •· , m-1 .. m-2· · 
z + c1 :l · + c 2.z · · + ••• ·+ c ... z: +.: ·c = 0. · m-·l · · .. m. 
Now we de.fine the. c.o.n..jµgate z as; 
z::: - fzin-l + clzm-2 + ••.• + cm..:.1}, 
so that ·the product 'ZZ becomes. 
~ · {. ·m m-1 
zz=-.z +c1~ + ..... + 
-We call the quantity zz = cm the norm. 
~ 
: i· .·-._, ".-_ .. - _,, -- . --- .· -.·- - .. : 
=·· ·C ...• : 
. ·m: 
-·-""·-- ~.,~ ... ,. ... -., ...... 1.; 
"\ ..... r. 
• • , I 
f .• ' 
.._ ........... ,_ ...... _ • .__._ ., .. -..,,1,.... ~ .... .,_...,_j_..,, .. ~ .... -j,• ••• 
Examp.les. The ordinary complex !lumbers z 
2 2 satisfy the quadratic equation z - 2x0z + (x0 
= x0 + ix1 
2 + x 1 } = 0. 
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According ·to our definition of conjugation, we obtain· the 
value Z = -(z - 2x0 ) = x 0 - ix1 , which agrees with the usual 
definition. 
Associated with the quaternions z = x 0 + i 1x1 
I I h d• I I 2 2 ( 2 + 1 3x3 is t e qua ratic equation z - x0 z + x 0 + 
:2 
-
.+ x 3 ) = 0. Therefore the conjugate becomes z = -{z - 2x0 ) = 
x 0 - i 1x1 - i 2x 2 - i 3x3 , which again agrees with our former 
:q:e.f ini tion • 
. l?_i·na.1.ly,. we con_:$i.¢ie:r · the:: C'.:l.if.f:oi:d algebra~ We- h:a,ve the. 
p·r.i-ric:i:p·al identity e:0 = i -a·l)_d_ :t"J;:te:, :b·asic: .units ·e·k:, ·k = 1., .. ~ . :•.,, ·n-:-..• 
Fb:.r the, ek, we know that ehek - -ekeh, .and e~ = ,±1 1 where one 
:.bf th-e algebraic ·s·-:i.gns -is to be chosen:. :In .addition, there 
e·x:i_:st the further units e 1e 2 , e 1 e_3·;-~ ..• :;- .e1 e 2e 3 , ••• ; etc. ~All n-1 · · 
the elements z, z = l xheh' of the linear system satisfy a 
h=O 
quadratic equation. Thi.-s· can only b.e· the ca$e if a-.1.l terms·. 
we square z: 
z2 = x2 ± x2 ± xl ± ± x2 
0 1 2 • • • n-1 
·r.t .foilows, adding and subtracting 
2 .· 2 - 2 - 2 z - 2x0z + (Xd + x1 + x2 
-
x2e2 + ••• + .. x· le 1> • 
.. n- n-
- - 2' + .•• + X 1 ) = 0 ,. n-
and z = '"'P .. {z - 2x0) x 0 - x1e 1 - x 2e 2 - •.• - xri-len-i· .H·e.-re: 
the norm n{z) = zz = x~ + xf + ... + x~-l is no longer µnc:on,... 
ditionally non,-negative. 
-Now we are able to define tbe conj~gate operat·ors O arid. 
r 













- I j 
! 
' l 
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~ n~l 
placing xk by a in the linear system L. 
. axk 





= ' a l ~ ek. 
k=O oXk 
In the same manner we give the following 
Definition 1: The operator Or conjugate to 
n n n 
r r s rep· lacing_ the term x in z ;: x x ••• e -•: ,--
r r s J:·· 
Thus, for 
n n 
. r s -
X X ••• , 
r s 
we, wr·i.te 
n +-h·_ +-.-. .• 
·a:· .r· s . ;) 
n n 
-_ ·r s 




'T:h=e:- :s_ame -t_:yp.e o·:f- .r'J·l·e holds fo~ o1 • 
--
:We: .ex-:arttirte· t·he: cbinposi te., operatb:r--- 00_._ --A~ -~- c,q-n=~~q:u·~nc~ 
o-f: our_- c·9_nstruct·i-o=n1: 5 depends on th-e -chara¢.te·ri:s-t.ic :eql~ati:o.n~. 
form:ally, th·eref:o·re, o o - o o . r r r-· _r 
--~ 
. 
. ~= •. .; 
m --· 
,_f_-- un_c_·:t_ i_._o __ h_' u __ --_-_,_ w_-_e __ h_-av ___ -_e_ - b. u = O . and :so· ·o -0 -,,- =- ·o for- ·a_--:n_··_y· ___ ·:: r_--_ ig::_ht_-.. -
-·r - '· --· ·- -· r r·~" · · ·· : -- · 
'. 
" 
-an~lyt.ic- :f Uncti·on- u :als:-o:._ T:h-i:S· :r..e_.p:re:se·nt,s -. a. re·al: :p-artia:1 
dtf'ferential, equation strictly of degree m, (the,~egree of' 
·t:he .c::haracte.ristic equation) which- ·µ .satis.f. __ies. Hence, the 
individual tomponents of u must s~ti~fy the differentia~ 
p, '"-
The same ~easo])ip.g can ·a1=s-o: :_b·:e> :car·ri·ed- ·o\lt f_or o1_ n·at.-: 
-U:C:·-~lly· i_f: --~- ·1eft-analytic -functi.op ::v i$ qqnsiqe·_red. A ·ne-
.. 
cessary presupposition is ·that u =:a_n-d: -v ·have m derivativ~-s-. 
We have proved 
Theorem 2: Each right- ··(left-) analyti.c f_µn·ction u (v) satis-
fies a partial differential=equation_ qf the ~-th order and 




,.,,, .. , .. ; 
' 
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n-1 ' a • 
-
- l k=Oaxk l.k 
















01' l. --ax1 
01 •. 
Corresponding: to the n.ortn ti. (Z) = x:~ + X~ w.e £0:r:trt the q"Uantity ' 






+ ·- .l·:) 
ax:1. 
~ Theorem ·3_-: The compon.e:rrt.·s.·· of· ·a -compl-e'x· .a:rialytic functi·o;p: ·u ·=·: 
u 0 + i u1 sa·t·i:sfy- tl'l~ .Lap·::lac·e :eqtrati·o:r:l;· 
:Auk =- O·.,: k ~. 0, 1 .• 
For th. e .q .. u-atern.io·rt va;.r .. i~b:le. z :=· ·x· · · + l.1x · · · ... 0 - .. l 
w, .. _._e ·.h_a_ ·ve: :z: =. XO - i. X. ·-- 1,··_··2-.. 'x·.2·, -- i. ·X. :an·d rt ·.c:·z·)·-. = 
· l l ··3·3 
·2 . 2 





and conclude: T.he components of an analytic qua:ternio,1} t·unc·--. 
. 
tion satisfy the LapJ..a·ce equation, lluk = 0 ~- ·k ·=: :-o, ·1 . ., 4· ,· 3.:. 
Finally we c:on:s:ider the Clifford a~gebra. As numbers 


























a2 00 - + + + ••• + 2 2 2 2 I ax0 ax1 ax2 ax n-1 
2 ~here th~ signs depend~on whether ek = +l or -1 as the case 
may be. In particular, if e: = -1 for ~11 k, we·have the 
15 ,. elliptic type of Laplace's differential equation, and the 
usual conclusion follows: ~uk = O. If, on the other hand, 
2 
ek = +l £or at least one k, then: we have a second-order par-




·.c·orres-ponds to cau·c:=-p.y' s; s.e.cond theorem: 
l 
.- " 
·2:·,ri f ( r;) d l; ?· c;-z 
,. 
H 
,,;-1:&.e i:n·t·r·od/u.c.e the corresponding hy;pbt:hes.·e:s .• _ L._e.-t z be a point 
in the i:nte·r-ior of an n-dimens.io.na.l :s_pace R·"· ~r--ound z we 
place a sm·a11 n-dimensional sphere. -~r of r·~dius :r-! 1:n. the 






"• Since ... ,sr lies entirely within R, C.au·¢ih-y r.s :f:ir:st th:ec;l:r·em implies 
.r that 
, . 

















We now want to evaluate the integral over S. We consider z r 
fixed and integrate with respect to the variable r;,, ·,where 
the hypersphere is given by~= z + vr, r being constant, 
and V being the normal to Sr· Letting dZ1 represent the 
.. ·, . ~ 
surface element of the unit s--phere., we may write the e,lement 
7 ~ n-1 -d_ of Sr as. dL ·= r dL1 • This formula holds for arbitrarily 
small, but. :noii--·zero, val.ues .of :r. We wish to find the limit-.: 
ing value as r+'(: In order that i,t exist and assume a value 
:differ.en.t ·from: zero, the function v ·mu.st :s:at:isfy: ·tn:r:e_e c.on,-
·_d-itions· :· 
~x-~ep·t·:iort. o:f the po:·int. r: :~ O, ·i_.,e:.-, where s .. ·= :.z· .• 
- . ·. ; 
·" 
., 
3 .• Fett ·small v.a:·1_uers ·o·f r, y· mu._st .coh:taiti. :the ·f.acitor· 
:t-(n-.l-) as the lowe:s,t :power .. T:hat··is, v has -the form v ·= 
r:-=<n.~:·.iJ ·cp:{\>l ··+· [h_i_gh~:r- p.owets .. a£ v], \yhere ~-(\>.) remains fi,-· 
n:t.ite: anp ·i::r1de_penden·t.. ·of r . 
we a·spume' the exis.tenc ..e .. of' su·_ch a ~:.unct.ion v·Ct-.) 1. .an:_d s:o: 
- l 
lim uq./v 





::: \l{Z} $~z:1 <ji (v) ::: U(z;) !(; • 
~-. ·.1 . 
/· 
·T,he integral over the unf.t sp-he_re_· s. is independent.,: t>f· .. r and [ . . l . 
t 
is equal to .a ·hypercompiex 
. 1 
co.-;n..$tarit C which, because ·of· .our 
, 
/ 
third hypot,hes-is, doei not ·-v.aniLsh and . talways rema-in-·s. -fini:te, .. 
/.• .... 
' ; 
Substitut·ing i,n.to o·ur i:i1'i.tial -f·_o·rmula, we find that 





































where u(z) = f(z) and ;v(z) = g(z). If- assumptions (2.-) and 
{ 3.) on page 4 5 hold for u = _J Cz.:J , then we obtain the cor-
,~e's_ponding formula for v = g Cz) : 
g ( z ) = - C * - l f ( z; ) Q,7g f z;) , 
-·· · ... 
H ,: 
Examples. Cort-:_sidet: ~the complex analytic functions z, = 
·/· -
-~o + ix1 for the .clo_S·:ed· curve H: x 0 = x 0 (t) , x 1 = x 1 (t) , :c1n·ci 
lo6k -at the integratipn element 
.az -= ± 
--
dz; 7 ireitdt. 
l ; 
:.r' 'I 
•· 1. ax1 
ax dt ;.., ± { a t 




d:Xo.·· ____ ·. 
at ldt 
_ _ ax 0 .a,x1 . __ 
= +i{ ilt + i d.t Jµ.t: 
-
= +i dz. 




For v = g (:~J ·we .choo.se the function 
-1 '· -1, -- i:-t 





which satisfies the ·con·d_i·ti.ons: for· the second integral theorem. 
According to the cours..e-· -o·f our proof, we now have from the 
--






• j .• 
J . 
., 
first integral theorem 
J· 
£ c r; > d7 g c r; > 
-H 
Thus_, 
f . 1 








± ,:i ; ·f· ( z;; ) d z;; g ( z;; ) + · ,. f(z -+ reitl f±i:• irei tdt) r -le -it = 0<, ~ 1·· 
. O··r 
• .H 
t:-(._r; ") dz;; = 
·: . r-z H ':, 
·.: 1T . 7T, 
= (if (z) · dt, fbr r = 0:. • · .f ( z +'.· re1 t} dt I -1 




s·. -are. t·ran$-Y~_rs-.ed: in. t;h;e same d_ir·ec·t,.-ion.-~·narnely_, ·the., p_-_:.o·si~-::r. 
tive dire~.t-ion~-in ·contrast. to· the< .:assumption. w-h.i·ch w:e: U-$ual_ly-
make in c:omp.1.-ex .analysis. It we proceed ar·ound :H f:n. tl'l.e: n:ega-· 
tive se.n-s:e,, we are· al·ready -i:n C:onformity w·ith the· ·tor·mula as· 
it. was g-i.-ven a:t ·the· :beginp:L:p.<~f :Of this -s:e-ct.i:o:n-.-. 
:·rn. analytic ·q_uate·tniqn f·unct.io-n:s, the ·g_ene:r-~l va~,iab'le .. 
:·is o.f the fo~ ::z =· x 0 + i 1x 1 ,:+; i __ 2x2 + i 3_x3 • Before we: 't.r.e,at; I 
• • 'I• :J • . • '• 
. , 
Cau·chy' s second tll<~ioJ:;-ent,. we;: want to.· b~c:ome acquainted w-i:tn 
$till some more use.t-ul. ru·:1~s conce-r):t:-i,.-_ng quaternions. ""' 
' ' 
I; : 
· .· -1 . -1 For example, n(~- l ·-=· ln·(z) J · •. This is quicl<:ly s-hown 
by· t:h~ calculation 
~:-
-· :Z. ..... .. Z . -· ,·Z,Z. . . _ . .. l 
\. 
h(zl ,n.tzJ ,... [ncz)r2 - . [n.Iz} 1 · 
For_. any hypercomplex func·~ion, u 
· quotient rule also obtains.:. 
·' 
.~-1 
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{k) -1 {k) -1 
U = - V V V • 
To prove this, we notice that uv = 1. Partial differentia-
tion with r~spect to xk gives 
u(k)~ + uvik) = O. 
Substitution of v-l for u and multiplication oh the right by 
v-l yields the desired result. 
Now consider the function 
-1 
V = (~-z) • 
n(~-z) 
0 
We asser:t. ··tha:t, V' :i.-s ·1e·ft- and rig.ht-analytic: a·s· .. :a ·f_uncti-on _oif 
T-h'is ·amot1n-ts to 
. '• . . ·, . . . .. - .... 
_pt.qvi.ng :tha.t .. 
.3 
t i· av l - o. 
k=O ka z;k 
._;,; 
According to the rule de:r:iveq above, we first calculate v(k}, 
,. . -- . . . . . . . . . . . 
-·1 .· . .· ..;.l . ~1 
?.·t:~-rti.n.g ·fro.m v = ( z; .-· z) · · (·-z; - z·J· ·: · (r; --· :ZJ ·· -·. :(rfote· ·:th·at 
..,.,_ 
-~c;co:r:ding to our· :first property, :it nia.k:es. no. :dit.f,e.re.n-ce. if= 
.. ' . .. ' . . . 
.... · ... · ··., ·· .... ·1· . · - .. - l 
we· write the secon·d ·f.a_c·to.r: as { ~- - z) -. · =o-~- a$ (.( - zJ ·_. • } 
Differentiating :thiq product with respe,ct to z;k, we 9et 
( k· . .) ·{· ( , ) -1 I ( ) -1 } ( . , ... ) ... •1··.,. • · ) '.- 'l V ·· - _-- r-z l. · r-z . r-z. _-r--z.• 
. ~ ~ ..k ~ ~ ~ ··. 
-1 { 1- -1} .. . · -:·1 
·+ ( l; - z ) - ( l'; - z ) . i k ( z; - z ) (: ':-:- z ) ' t 
.. . .. · --1 . - . · - l { -1 -1} + Cz;--z} · (~~z) · . - ( z;-z) ik ( r;-z) 
-1 . . .. -1 -1 . - 2-~ -2n(t-z) [(r;-z·) ik(r;-z) ]-n(r;-z) ik • 
.C:No,te that n ( z; - z) - l is unamb].gupus. ) Now we multiply on 
:.. . . 
th·e·· ·1e::f.t -by 
... ····· . . .. -.. - . . . "'. '. 
,• .......... _-~ 
. I 
l, ... . I· K··· 
" 
:k ,:: :o,; :1.,. 2.,. ·3;··., ~i).-4. ·add the four quantities-:: 
:.~ •-. 




. --~·-· .-.-, . 
. · ·_., 
• J ., 
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-
. = - 2 [ 2 ( ) ~ 1 ] ( .. ') -1 . - r_;-z l_;".'"9Z .. .... -n(r;-z) 
4 
---- = O· •. 








We have used the.identity l ikaik = -za in the second line 
k=O · 
.q_f:. tb·is. t:r-a.11$:f_o:rmation~ T_he sarne :1<:in~·i ·o-f arguments show that 
·\';.· 
·v is ·_a.lsO. ::r.i~-ht~:a·11:~-l:y:.tic ,- ~and· .so v.te on1i t. ·-this proof. The 
~1 
- •( r·-. Z.· )·._ . ·_ 
·v ·= '7 
.. ri.-( ~~z) . -
second i-nteg:r·a-1. theorem d-ern~nds: 
-'l_. v i-s .l-e-:t:t-analytic. 
3-. Bec'a..u-se n(~ - z) = ·r:2:i t"11e .factor r- 3 ca.n be r-emoved. 
,J 
:I·f- :U := f· (z) still repre:s-e-nt.s a right-analyti.c function, 
..... 
t:ihe-n; Cauchy's -first integral the:orem holds for the three di-
mensional clos-~d- h-yperS'U·rfa.c:e::s: a: .and·· :s:-r.: 
" 
f ( ~ ) d/ n ( ~ - z ) - l ( r; - z ) - l +: 
- . 
H 
- . · -- - - --1 ... -1 f tr;) d/_n tr;--- z} · (.r;_~ z:)- ·· · _= __ O: .: 
. .s . 
. ··r 
...,_ .. . . . .. . 
·The center of the _sphere Sr ·with the r.a:d:i_.;us .. r- .. -i,s· z (see. F'i.:_g. ·2_.):. · 
_1 .. F.o;r points on ·the surface the .same ~quati.qn h_olds, s = z + 
r·v, where the: normal vector " is d·irected )into the interior, 
. . r\ . 
I,• 
.. of the. region. R. It .is thus aligned with the .radius.,. and 
, d/ = r 3a71··. -. -
·-1. . We obse·rve that v·v =· 1 leads to v · - ,= ·v .• , N·ow-
_,., . 
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Note that' n(~ - z)-1 -2 = r • 
- -1 -_ -1·, f ( ~) dLn ( ~-z) ( r;--z) -- ·= 
Sr 
As before we let r tend to zero • Then f(z) is constant, 
. ' 
. . 
while the other two factors are integrated over the_ s~rface 
of the unit sphere. The limiting result, as r~o,_is 
:,:.-,:,. 
.:tn .order' ·to .cglculate the integral ·,.jte g·i·ve ·tfi:e un;Lt: s:.p.h.e~e. '.in 






=v-0 .~ co.s ·t1_ :c.os t 2: cos t 3: 
v 1 =· sin: t 1 ·cos ·t:2: co:s· t 3 








·:d. \) .- . 
. ·2 
-$i·n. t 3 :,. 
.. : H,y. 0_ 
: ·a.tl· 
~~-- 4._7_·_--._-_·1-_____ ·= a·v- ·: . ··:o 
·. -. 
·d:t-·1. 
··a· v· -_ .-
_: '·.· 2··-: 
., 
. •. . ~ : 
. a-:t2. 
. a:"-6 











·/,-.: v-.c-o.-s t:2: ··:cos t 3dt1 dt2at3 • 
Ther.e-.fore .- : .. . . - . .. - - . I 
0 
" 
-n· __ ·: ,< -t.: · ·<_: ,,r: 
.. - ·1 . ....... . -
-
-· . -
. . . , .. 





















7T/2 · 1r /2 
-7r/2 -n/2 
2 
= 2n • 
.. 






· .. I 
.,. 
9-rtd we .. can immediately wr·i:t·J~.·: :.tne. pe:co.nd: ittt:e9.·ra1. t:h·eo.)tem f·<:fr 
•,,.: 
quate~nions: 
Remarks on the Mapping Pr.qJ:J.le~, .• ·The f,··Urtc·t..io.n u :-.-· f fz} = 
h:~l I 
' .. . ... 
. .· uheh, uh = uh•(.Jt0 , x1 , ... , xn_ 1l ., i·n .. ge.ne.ral ,maps an n-dJ.-h=O · 
mensional s_pa9e· ,opto .an n-dimensiop:~·.1 ~pac·e. Only when the 
. ·~ 
W.·rons.kian furtctiortai determinant 
· dU • •. 
1 
axk 
is:· identically zero .does the func·tion m,a:P: a s·pac:e.' .on-t.o :on.e ·o:f 
a. 'lower dimension.. r·f the dimen,sion ·of·· t:l:1e, i1nage· spac:·e i:s· .m., 
. . . ; . . 
.. 
~} 
c·m ~ n) , then we say that th~ functi·on has the rank m, cori:-e~· 
, 
spending to ·:th·e rank of th~ Wronskian . functional determinant. 
,f •.• ~ 
. . 
Does t·here· exist s=omething similar to the conformal map-
ping of complex analytic fµnctions]'-· ·The different·tal of a--· 
right-analytic· functio~ ts 
. n..:1\,,·(k) • 















Multiplying by e 0 , we get 
In the conditional equation for the right-analytic function, 
I 
we multiply by dx0 : 
. . . n:--.·1 .... ·ck.) 
•e;o· ....... :d.\i ::;:, .r .. U.· ( eod)rk·-~\ - ekdxo) , 
·k=·o· ~, 
' I -
·a.I:',. ·:f n :·arto·t;he.r ··mant1e··r· of writ:ing , 
thi.s: ,r'Etpre::sen.-t,s: a nece:s·=s·ary and suffici.ent. c)ondi tion 
t.·h .. a.t: we. hav~,: a mapp·ing whic.-h .is conformal :.and.: is nego:tiat~q. 
:by· .. rigbt.;..·q.nal:ytf q :f·uri'ctiotis. ~ Fo·r complex functions, for e·x-
_.,; 
i._s· .pro.p:o:r.ti.b1tal .to d·z:. 
complex plane, ·cir.c.le:s 




That i·s clu · 
... r~ 
' . ',· . . ' . . ' ... ~· .. ·. 
-:ror sufficiently small areas ,f the 
ar·e · mapped o·nto ·circle's. l.n hyper-· 
~: .. --,- ---·-: 
" 

























·' ,,._., 1 
1. In which cases does.the second integral theorem of 
, 
Cauchy hold? In other words, when does a function v exist 
which satisfies all three conditions on page 45? 
, ' 
Probably that is- decided by the co_nstant t~rm c .. in tJ1e 
:m: 
cih_.ar·ac·teristic equation associated with ·the ~'l_g~:brra;;, 
m m-1 
z + c_1._z + ..•• + .c.... :1.z +
1




.. I. ~-h·.-eh. -··· 







. ,. -~· ·. It s·e:t?.ms pr·o!Q··a·b.l:.e tn.at· ·a.. s:ui.-ta.b.l.e ·v can be determ:irted it1 t·h.e. 
·r 
case ·where cm P9.S$:es:s.e·-s nQ ze.ro~divisors, i.- ·e •. ., the· norm 
:"ltCzJ vanishes· only for ·z = -0· .• ~-"t would thus. b:e i:tnpossible 
to choose a £·unction v i"f :c 
-m 
va-n.ish fo.r x 0 , x 1 = ± 1. I.f. thi:s supposi tio:h is t··r~e,. then: 
f tn·e.: :c.a.uo-hy ·t~eorem can ~e :r·e·placed by · cert~in ··integt·al 
.-~qµatio;n.s_. .(Th:is supposition is due to Fueter ._): 
:2 .• ·· .·can t-h.e· system of conditional equat:ions .. 
n-1 · . (k) I c us ) · r ... · = o 
k=O k k 
n,-1 ·.... •. (kl = ·o 
. l. ~k(yky) 
k==.O_: · · 
--~ 
·b.e re:f;erred bac-k to oe:rtain normal forrn:s: in. so·'far · as Bk and 
y.k are not constants, and what' might t.he-se forms be? 
-
· . The question is, i.n essence, on:e: -c·on.cerning transforma-
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,. 
n-1 n-1 (A) 
}: ~h(x)uh(x) + }: Bkh(x)uh (x) = 0, k = 0 1 1, ••• , n-1. 
h=O A,h=O 
3. If such a ·system ~t equations is given, conversely, 
can one always find an algebra in which, as a consequence, 





~ - ---- .. • - -.. · ---··. _,1---~·\ .... /_. 











1. For a proof of this fact, see, for example, [6], p. 12 
or [7], p. 62. The theorem is due to Frobenius. 
::2 •. For more information .on the Clifford algebra, see (1]. ,·. 
p. 186 or [3], ch. 2. 
·3 .• Free _groups are diSC\l"S~.e-d- .in 11 .[121, ch. 7. 
4:. ·what we are. really proving here is that t.n·e ·map:p:i:ng: ·$ 
defined by cp. (z.) ·= R is an isomo~p:t1i-sm. z 
·-
s·. See [ 12] ,. p.·.:: liO· •. 
. P:· 34°5._ 
:, 
7-. Jfor the p:rope_+-1:-ies of·· tP~ Wto.r1sk:i.an ,.: see :[ 1·3_] , :p •. 3::9 •. 
55 
8. Riemann's article is in.: Grundlagen .f~r eine allgemeine 
·.:'I'he:ori-:e cier Funktione.n einer ko~p·l_exen Variablen, Gesamte 
·Werke.,- 18:92. (Fueter' s note.) 
.. 
·_9:. ··:s=c:heffers h.as c·arried out the.~~ ':"po:ss .. ~Lb·i.iit,i.es. an.a. ·-t,rial:s 
•• 
i:n~: B--~·r,ich·t der sachsische AJ{adeini.e .ci-e::r ·w:.i.-$_$ensc.naf.t:en,: 
vo.1 .• 4:5, p. 128, and v·.ol. 46, p. 1.20. (Fu~te:r-'S3 p-crt.~ .• -J 
. .• 
:10· .... :S.·e_e hi·s :: Memoir sur :~ .. eis .1,.nt~grales definies· pr·i-ses -~rtt·re 
-d.eux-: limite-S: ima.g.in:ai·t:e,$, Bulletin soci~t~ rnath. ·pa.r·is, 
-~. 
:a- ·CI87---.4), ·p •. _2·6-9-.-. 
11. ';l'lle pr.oof of the Gati~hecrem in Rn may J,?e Jot;1nd, for ex-
··. ~· 
I 1n: Mathematischen teit$dhtift~ Sl ·(l947-1949), p. 61~ 
t {F.u~.ter.' s i note • ) 
1.2. ·1:n :n,-d·imensional space.-_,.. :the surf.ace- area of a hypers·:E?h·.er·e: 
,i:s :proportional to t'11·~ (p .. - lJ-~th power of the. rad.iu·s,, f.or 
...... ,;. .- .: . 






any n •. This ~xplains the presence of the factor rn-l. 
13. ··Compare: R. Courant, Differential~ und Integralcalculus, 
vol. II, p. 304. (Fueter's note.)· 
14. The Beltrami differential operators are discussed in [ .. BJ:}·, 
p. 44. 
. . . 
-15. See [ 4] , p. 154, for· a .qi$,.Cussion of these _pct:rt.i,a:+. :d::if-·~ 
ferential equations~ 
.i 
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